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Home Food Zappicator Pet Zappicator Zapper FAQ

The Clark Zapper has not been licensed by the US Food and Drug Administration as a medical device for use in the cure,
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of any disease. It can only be sold as an experimental device. If you are pregnant or
wearing an electronic pacemaker, please do not experiment with a Clark Zapper. All information is for educational purposes only.
Consult a licensed health professional before attempting any self health program. Dr. Hulda Clark defines a Zapper as any unit
that generates a positive offset frequency between 10 Hz and 500,000 Hz using a 9-volt battery. For more information, please
read the books by Hulda Clark.

Hulda Clark Zapper
Dual Frequency 30 kHz + 1 kHz for All Clark Zapper Applications

Retail Price: $199.99 Add to Cart

The Frequency Generation Dual Frequency Zapper is built to fulfill all of Dr. Hulda Clark's published zapper
specifications, while adding features that make it easy for you to keep zapping for many years to come.

Positive Offset Square Wave Frequency. The basis of every Clark Zapper. Each solid circuit is tested
meticulously to produce a positive offset square wave. The base of the square wave is set individually on
every unit a minimum of 1/4 volt above zero to avoid undesirable negative spikes.

Dual Frequency 30 kHz + 1 kHz. The Dual Frequency Zapper is ready to use out of the box for basic
zapping. Easy to use interface lets you choose between 30 kHz and 1 kHz with the flick of a switch. There is
no need for chips or complicated button functions. Simple yet upgradable for more advanced techniques in
zapping: Food Zappicating and Pet Zappicating.
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Durable enclosure. The Dual Frequency Zapper is in a durable ABS plastic enclosure. Zap at home or take it
with you wherever you go. Rounded contours make it easy to slide in and out of your bag or shirt pocket.
Compact unit measures 5.75 x 2.75 x 1 inch and weighs 4.9 oz (with battery).

Efficient use of 9-volt battery. A true Clark Zapper is powered by one 9-volt battery. The Dual Frequency
Zapper circuit makes efficient use of the battery, providing several hours worth of zapping.

Green LED light turns red when battery runs low. Keep your zapping at optimum voltage by replacing
your 9-volt battery when the green LED light turns red.

Easy to Open Battery Door. Replacing the 9-volt battery is easy with the smooth sliding battery door. No
screwdriver needed.
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Sturdy Battery Snap. The battery snap is made of hard plastic, not soft vinyl that can rip after a few battery
changes.

Strong Banana Plug to Alligator Clip Cables. Top quality pair of 36 inch long leads terminating in banana
plugs and alligator clips.

Smooth Copper Pipes. Pair of copper pipes are 4 inches long and 3/4 inch in diameter, deburred and
tumbled until all edges are smooth to the touch.

Risk Free Guarantee. 1 year satisfaction guarantee
or your money back. Return the zapper unit, copper
pipes, cables, and a copy of your invoice for a full
refund (shipping not included).

Lifetime repair or replacement warranty.
Coverage insures you for the electronic craftsmanship
of the frequency generator unit only, and does not
include wear and tear of the copper handles, cables,
and 9-volt battery. Replacement is our option for units
that are beyond repair. Neglect/abuse of unit forfeits
the warranty.

What's in the Box:

Dual Frequency Zapper Unit
Pair of Copper Handles
Pair of Banana to Alligator Leads
9-volt Battery
Set-up Instructions

Retail Price: $199.99 Add to Cart
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Customer Service Shipping & Return Order by Mail

Legal Disclaimer Privacy Policy HuldaClark.com
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